
Category: Tactical: Attacking principles
Difficulty: Moderate

Am-Club: North Shore Girls Soccer Club
Colin Miller, abbotsford, Canada

Attacking Session 2v1- 3v2 - 4v3

Description
good session for every level working on attacking principles - keep the session moving quickly with lots of positive reinforcement
to the attacking players

Organization - two even teams - one large goal - two small nets/or
goals marked by cones - large collection of pumped up footballs
Field Set up - to save time we are keeping the grids the same
width of the 18yd box - the length will be adjusted as we add
players - roughly for the sessions we will use a double penalty box
size grid - two small goals for the defenders to score into if they
win the ball back
Detail - the session begins with the defender(red) passing the ball
to one of the two attacking players then following the pass - the
blue players now try to score into the red goal using a variety of
movements - wall pass - overlap - dribble - as soon as there is a
goal scored/chance missed the players quickly move off to the
side to allow the next group to begin - once the attacking players
have gone 3 times each they change ends with the reds who now
become the attacking players - keep the session going until there
is a good understanding of what is required in a 2v1 situation
Progressions - limit the time the attacking team has to score so
we now are playing at game speed - if the attack takes too long it
is not game related
Competencies - we must isolate one defender by dribbling straight toward them - now we look for movement ahead/beside the ball
so we can expose the space behind the defender - focus on getting positive quick movement then a shot!! - this is an attacking
session - do not coach any defending

Screen 1 (20 mins)

Organization - same as screen 1 - now we have 3 attackers (blue)
playing against 2 red defenders
Field Set up - same grid size as screen 1
Detail - once again we focus on isolating 1 defender - now we
have the middle blue making an overlap run behind the player in
possesion of the ball - the third attacker stays wide on the other
side to give another option and to continue the run forward for
possibly a cross or to get a potential rebound off the keeper if the
attackers get past the defenders - as always if the defenders win
the ball they can counter attack and score in the small goals - once
the exercise is finished, quickly clear the area so the next group
can begin - once the blues have attacked 3 times each they swap
sides so the reds now begin to attack
Progressions - cut the time allowed to the attacking team so the
pace of the practice is maintained - try to incorporate a wall
pass/fast dribble past the opponent
Competencies - the player in possession must be aware of when
to pass/dribble or shoot - just because the overlap run is made
doesn't mean you have to pass to the overlapping player - the
space may be on now to dribble and shoot yourself

Screen 2



Organization - we now move to 4 attackers vs 3 defenders - a
good supply up pumped up footballs
Field Set up - same width of field as screen 1/2 - now we add 5yds
to the length
Detail - same start to the session as screen 1/2 - now the practice
becomes more difficult as we have added one more defender -
once again we work on the principle of isolating 1 defender and
have support ahead of the ball/ beside the ball with positive
forward running and movement - rotate the attackers and
defenders after each attack - take your time and make sure the
next group are ready to begin before playing the pass to start the
exercise
Progressions - allow a bit more time for the attack to happen but if
it goes on too long stop the attack as it no longer seems like a
game related counter attack - limit the touches the attackers have
on the ball to speed up play/movement and make the players think
quicker
Competencies - speed of play - awareness ahead/ beside and
now behind the ball of the options available - quality of technique
in possesion of the ball - shooting ability

Screen 3
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